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$[0,1]$ GFSR Twisted GFSR
(TGFSR)
$w$ bit $n,$ $m$ GFSR $x_{0},$ $x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\ldots$
$x_{0},$ $x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{n-1}$ GF(2)
$x_{n+l}=x_{m+l}\oplus x_{l}(l\geq 0)$ (1)
w-bit $x_{1}$ 0-1 $GF(2)$
$\oplus$ exclusive-or ( $[0,1]$ $x_{l}$
$2^{w}-1$ )
GO Implement
Gl $t^{n}+t^{m}+1$ primitive* $2^{n}-1$
G2 [31








$\{x_{i}\}_{i\in N}$ v-bit $k$ $P$
$P$ k-tuple $(x;, x_{i+1} , . . . , x_{\{+k})_{i=1,\ldots,P}$ v-bit 2 $kv$
( ) v-bit
$k$ ( $k(v)$ )
TGFSR $[12][13]$ (1) (2)
:
$x_{n+l}=x_{m+l}\oplus x_{l}A(l\geq 0)$ . (2)
$A$ GF(2) $w\cross w$ $x_{l}A$ GF(2)
$(w, n, m, A)$ TGFSR
TO Implementation
Tl $A$ $\varphi_{A}(t)$ $\varphi_{A}(t^{n}+t^{m})$ primitive
T2















$(a_{0}, a_{1}, \cdots, a_{w-1})$ $a$ $x_{l}A$ Step 4
TGFSR
$x[n]$ $n$ $i$
Step 1. $jarrow 0$
Step 2. Set $x[0],$ $x[1],$ $\ldots,$ $x[n-1]$ to some suitable initial values.
Step 3. Output $x[j]$ .
Step 4. $x[j]arrow x[(j+m)mod n]\oplus shiftright(x[j])\oplus\{0aifLSBofx[j]=0ifLSBofx[j]=1$
Step 5. $jarrow(j+1)mod n$
Step 6. Goto Step 3.
LSB . shiftright 1
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5 TGFSR
Table 1. 11 generators
5 ID T400, $T403,$ $T775$ , T800, T1600 GGenerators TGFSR
T400 16 $T403,T775,T800$ 32 T1600
64 T400 $(w, n, m)=(16,25,11)$
a $=A875$ 16 Step 4 16
a . $T775$ program 1 genrand $()$
$[0,1]$ (double)
31 25 31






$stat1’C$ int $k=0$ ;
static unsigned long $x[N]=\{$
$Ox4af926d5$ , $Ox05b4290a$ , $0x73b66573$ , $Ox579f61lc$ , $Ox38afd691$ ,
$Oxl252c856$ , $Ox34f25af7$ , $Ox5fa2b0a0$ , $Ox4b5e0dbd$ , $Ox53defcl2$ ,
$Ox60ef3adb$ , $Ox442c54e4$ , $Oxl6d43b49$ , $Ox5b2bfcee$ , $Ox7fee454f$ ,
$0_{3}\mathfrak{c}4090ed38$ , $Ox45cllf65$ , $Ox442e82fa$ , $Ox271066a3$ , $Ox2d4d6aec$ ,
$Ox28960601$ , $Ox7542be66$ , $Ox2660e987$ , $0x4448d450$ , $Ox535bd56d$
$I$ ;





$x[k]$ $=x$ [ $(k+M)$ $N] $\wedge$ ( $x$ [kl $>>1$ ) A $0x6c6cb38c$ ;
$k^{\}}++if(kj==N)k=0$
;





for $(k=0; k<50_{i} k++)$
print $f$ (” $9\circ f$ $\backslash n$ ’ , genrand ()) ;
$\}$
Program 1. A C-program for a TGFSR generator T775.
$L521$ [8] GFSR F521 [3]
G607 [17] GFSR genera-































$x_{89+l}=x_{72+l}\oplus x_{53+l}\oplus x_{17+l}\oplus x_{l}(l\geq 0)$
[7] ID 2
$T521$ $F521$ PF521 $2^{521}-1$ ID $LM$’ ILehmer
[6]
3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov $(KS)$
[5] KS 3 2048
sort KS $I\langle+,K^{-}$ 512 512
$K^{\pm}$ KS 4 $K^{\pm\pm}$
64 4 64 $I\langle\pm\pm$ KS 8
$I\{\pm\pm\pm$ KS L521
RUN test ( )
[5]







64 $\chi^{2}$ 64 KS
KS $M_{3},$ $M_{5}$
$0$
( $L521$ $F521$ G607) WD
$[9][11]$
[2, 1 22.5], [4]
(Cf[9])
TGFSR GFSR Lehmer
GFSR TGFSR G607 T800
. : G607 607 . T800 25
$2^{607}-1,2^{800}-1$ TGFSR
GFSR 1 (32 32 1)
generator
o Weight Distribution :Table 1. TGFSR GFSR
WD. :Table 1 $L521$ F521
GFSR [3]
over head
TGFSR ( “ $0$
)
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. : TGFSR GFSR
TGFSR [12]
2 Tempered TGFSR
\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$} TGFSR [16] [12]
TGFSR ( $A$ TGFSR) v-bit
$(v\ll w)$ $k(v)$ $k(v)$
$k(v)\leq\lfloor nw/v\rfloor$




( ) Weight Distribution
Table 2.
Table 2. The result of $\chi^{2}$ -test on the deviation from the binomial distribution of
$\#\{i|1\leq i\leq N, x_{i}>1/4\}$ with uniform random variables $x_{i}\in[0,1],$ $N=256$














TGFSR Generators . Tempering
$y$ Step 3 Step $3’$
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Step 3’. $yarrow x[l]\oplus$ ( $(x[l]$ <<s)&b); y\leftarrow y\oplus ((y<<t)&c); output $y$ .
$(y<<t)$ $y$ $t$ & AND
$s,$ $t$ $b,$ $c$ 16
Step $3’$ $x[l|rightarrow y$ $GF(2)$ $P$
$y$ $:=x[l]P$ $(w, n, m, A)$
$(w, n, 7n, P^{-1}AP)$ TGFSR
$(s, t, b, c)$
1 $(w, n, m, A)$ TGFSR v-bit $k(v)$
$n|k(v)$ $k(v)\leq n\lfloor w/v\rfloor$ $(v=1,2, \ldots, w)$ .
$k(v)/n$ $A,$ $v,$ $w$ $n,$ $m$
$\lfloor nw/v\rfloor$ $n$ GFSR
$\lfloor n/v\rfloor$ $(s, t, b, c)$ $T400-T800$
Table 3
Table 3’. k-distribution of four tempered TGFSR(R), one plain TGFSR(R), and one GFSR
‘ a
$,$
$b,$ $c$ 16 TT800 $C$ Pro-
gram 2. $n$
“If $w=31$ , the most significant bit is always zero in the 32-bit words.
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(Program 3.) $\circ$
Table 2. v-bit $k(v)$ ($v=1,2,$ $\ldots$ , to)
Tempering
T800 temper $Gene\iota\cdot at\circ 1$ $\Gamma^{t}521$ $GFSR[2]$
Step 3’
[13] (e-mail preprint )
Remark (1) TGFSR [1] ( generator
) Temper TGFSR






static int $k=0$ ;
static unsigned lonq $x[N]=\{$
$Ox95f24dab$ , $OxOb685215$ , $Oxe76ccae7$ , $Oxaf3ec239$ , $Ox715fad23$ ,
$Ox24a590ad$ , $Ox69e4b5ef$ , $Oxbf456141$ , $Ox96bclb7b$ , $Oxa7bdf825$ ,
$Oxclde75b7$ , $Ox8858a9c9$ , $Ox2da87693$ , $Oxb657f9dd$ , $Oxffdc8a9f$ ,
$Ox812lda71$ , $Ox8b823ecb$ , $0x885d05f5$ , $0\lambda 4e20cd47$ , $Ox5a9ad5d9$ ,
$Ox512c0c03$ , $Oxea857ccd$ , $Ox4ccld30f$ , $Ox889la8al$ , $Oxa6b7aadb$
$\}j$
unsigned long $y$ ;
$yy=_{=}x[k]j\wedge ty<<7)$
& $0x2b5b2500$ ;
$y\bigwedge_{=}$ $ty<<15$ ) & $Oxdb8b0000$ ;
if ( $x[k]$ k2 $==0$ ) $\{$
$x[k]$ $=x[(k+M)9_{\dot{\circ}N]}$ $\wedge$ ( $x$ [kl $>>$ $1$ ) ;
$\}$ else $\{$
$x[k]$ $=x[(k+M)\mathring{\prime}\circ N]$ $\wedge$ ( $x$ [kl $>>$ 1) $\wedge$ $Ox8ebfd028$ ;
$k^{\}}++$
;
if ( $k==$ N) $k=0$ ;





for $(k=0; k<50_{j} k++)$





long int $k$ ;
for { $k=0$ ; $k<5000000$ ; $k++$ ) genrand $()$ ;
$\star/\}$







unsigned long $y$ ;
static int $k=0_{j}$
static unsigned long $x[N]=\{$
$Ox95f24dab$ , $OxOb685215$ , $Oxe76ccae7$ , $Oxaf3ec239$ , $Ox715fad23$ ,
$Ox24a590ad$, $Ox69e4b5ef$ , $Oxbf456141$ , $Ox96bclb7b$ , $Oxa7bdf825$ ,
$Oxclde75b7$ , $Ox8858a9c9$ , $Ox2da87693$ , $Oxb657f9dd$ , $Oxffdc8a9f$ ,
$Ox812lda71$ , $Ox8b823ecb$ , $Ox885d05f5$ , $Ox4e20cd47$ , $Ox5a9ad5d9$ ,









return ( {double) $y/$ (unsigned long) Oxffffffff);
$\}$
genrandl (x)




if $(x[k] * 2 == 0)$ $\{$




$=x[k+M]$ $\wedge$ $(x[k] >> 1)$ $\wedge$ $0x8ebfd028$ ;
$\}$
for $(; k<N;k++)$ $\{$
if $(x[k] * 2 == 0)$ $\{$
$x[k]$ $=x[k+(M-N)1$ $\wedge$ ( $x$ [kl $>>$ 1) ;
$\}$ else $\{$







for $(k=0_{j} k<50; k++)$
printf ( $”*1.10f\backslash n’’$ , genrand ()) ;
$\}$
Program 3. A faster C-program for a Tempered TGFSR generator TT800.
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